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ABSTRACT
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The objective of this work is to present sufficient conditions for having positive topological entropy for continuous self-maps defined on
a closed surface by using the action of this map on the homological
groups of the closed surface.
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1. Introduction
Along this work by a closed surface, we denote a connected compact surface with or without boundary, orientable or not. More precisely, an orientable connected compact surface
without boundary of genus g ≥ 0, Mg , is homeomorphic to the sphere if g = 0, to the
torus if g = 1, or to the connected sum of g copies of the torus if g ≥ 2. An orientable
connected compact surface with boundary of genus g ≥ 0, Mg,b , is homeomorphic to Mg
minus a finite number b > 0 of open discs having pairwise disjoint closure. In what follows
Mg,0 = Mg .
A non-orientable connected compact surface without boundary of genus g ≥ 1, Ng , is
homeomorphic to the real projective plane if g = 1, or to the connected sum of g copies of
the real projective plane if g > 1. A non-orientable connected compact surface with boundary of genus g ≥ 1, Ng,b , is homeomorphic to Ng minus a finite number b > 0 of open discs
having pairwise disjoint closure. In what follows Ng,0 = Ng .
Let f : X → X be a continuous map on a closed surface X. A point x ∈ X is periodic of
period n if f n (x) = x and f k (x) = x for k = 1, . . . , n − 1.
The topological entropy of a continuous map f : X → X denoted by h(f ) is a nonnegative real number (possibly infinite) which measures how much f mixes up the phase
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